Here’s what some of our clients say:

“BeLife provided an extremely effective and valuable introduction to BI Publisher equipping
us with what we need to utilise the tool.”
Borough Council

"I have heard Simon Tomey present twice now and can recommend him as an engaging
speaker who can quickly deliver tangible benefit. If you don’t use BeLife for consulting, then
at least get them along for a presentation on Oracle BIP – it will feel like you’ve got a day’s
training in an hour."



"During BeLife’s presentation to us, we identified three key Finance reports which we will now
transform at no cost.
When they show you what you can do with BIP it will be like that feeling you get when you discover a
forgotten £50 note in your pocket."

County Council

“Adam presented well and knew his stuff , I particularly like the way it can separate out the
data layer of the reports ‐ that coupled with bursting provides a good solution to a current
requirement I have. We also used this concept straight away yesterday …so it was well
worth looking at.”
Utility company

"Inspired by the enthusiasm and their determined lust for utilizing already licensed BIP
products, BeLife have been the catalyst for us to deliver a significant number of reports for
ourselves.
BeLife have provided us with informal support, providing a helping hand and pointing us in the right direction
for which they are both delighted and re‐invigorated by our success.
We are now progressing with developing formal, tailored training sessions with BeLife to utilise their functional
and technical expertise to give us the confidence to progress to even the most complex elements of XML."

Metropolitan Borough Council

"I would recommend Belife for training because they are knowledgeable, friendly and
approachable. They are keen to meet our needs and objectives and offer after course
support."
County Council

“[BeLife] helped us kick start integration of BI in Oracle Apps..[by delivering] a one on one
training which was very much tailored to our specific needs.”
London Borough Council

“[BeLife’s] demonstration & discussion have helped with the fundamentals. I feel much more
confident with progressing in BI now."
London Borough Council

"I would recommend BeLife for training because they have the knowledge to demonstrate
how both accounting and IT requirements can be addressed using a single product."
County Council
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